NEW CELEBRITY COUPLE ARIANA GRANDE
& MAC MILLER ENJOY DATE NIGHT IN
L.A.

By Stephanie Sacco
Ariana Grande is rumored to be dating her “The Way” collaborator Mac
Miller. Not only were they sitting very close at the 2016 VMAs, but
they’ve been seen publicly out together. According to EOnline.com, the
celebrity couple was spotted at Gracias Madre for a dinner date. In
celebrity news, the pair shared kisses outside while they waited for
their car. It looks like this could be the start of something new!
This new celebrity couple is making the rounds, and isn’t holding back on the
PDA. What are some ways to show your relationship instead of confirming it with
words?

Cupid’s Advice:
New relationships can be a wonderful and fun-filled experience. Sneak-

ing kisses and squeezing hands can inspire the feeling of love at
first sight. Cupid is here with some dating advice:
1. Holding hands: A surefire way to show your relationship is by touching hands in public. People all around will take notice and be aware
of your relationship status. Typically holding hands is something
saved for couples.
Related Link: Ariana Grande and Big Sean Step Out as Celebrity Couple
at Grammy Awards
2. Hugs: PDA isn’t for everybody, but minimal PDA isn’t a bad thing.
Hugging or holding each other while you walk down the street is a nice
way to show how your feeling. It doesn’t have to be a prom photo, but
just having that little intimacy can be the difference.
Related Link: Single Celebrity Ariana Grande Says She Doesn’t Want to
Be Called Big Sean’s Celebrity Ex
3. Smooches: Quick kisses or passionate ones can be a great way to
show off your relationship. It might not be as comfortable for the general public or your family, but it’s a good way to tell where you
stand in the relationship. The most important part is that you and
your partner are on the same page.
How do you show your relationship? Comment below!

